
 
 

‘Labour of Leisure’ 
-by Rich Butnotfamous 

 
You!  

O poet!  
Get a real job, something akin to a welder or boot maker!  

 
Whom do your warblings serve other than you?  

 
Every time you jot a verse, 

Your failing lies in that rehearsed, 
Rambling rhetoric!  

 
Self indulgent,  
Self loathing,  

Self reflecting labour of leisure,  
Time spent sighing in your existential expulsions,  

Your arrow never hits the turtle and you corrupt the divine, 
You desperately attempt to describe.  

 
What are your words worth?  

At what do you shake your spear?  
 

Divinity's root meaning, 
Is undivided, yet cleaning, 

Out the dusty temple of you, 
In your utterances in the form of a stew, 

Ungrammatical leaves me once again confused, 
As to why I pen this reclusion, 

Into self.  
 

Bloody poets again,  
Weave me a new lie with old truths,  

A tweed charity shop jacket I can wear for a while until it's threadbare, moth eaten,  
Riches to rags, the needle skipping, repeating, 

On the only track of a cd,  
The medium wrong,  

Largely forlorn,  
The smallest gesture of art.  

 
I write for me,  

Selfishly,  
Cathartically,  

Joyously,  
Woefully, 

Missing my own points,  
Never do the dots join,  

Limited by language I employ,  
The sincerest words I, 

Could ever offer are lies, 
And silence.  

 
 



 
 
 
 

I could never speak for you,  
Even though I am you,  

What else could I rhyme with ‘you’,  
In time spent pondering about you?  

 
Okay, that was lazy,  

But if the line was easy, 
I'd cross it out and circle above anew,  

Squaring up to myself, 
Only ever parallel to a point and trying a new angle,  

Yet gone in a pent up hex on my septic octarine nonsensical decadence.  
 

Alas, I went too far again then,  
Feigning meaning,  

Rhyming blind,  
 

'Isn't he clever?' The audience might utter,  
'Isn't he pretentious?' The audience might also utter,  

'Are you published?' The audience might ask, 
As if ever might they read my work or masquerade, 

Some deeper knowing.  
 

However before I slight poets too much further,  
The etymology of the word 'job' I'd like to offer,  

"Petty, piddling work" is ever so rife, 
As the masses in markets and offices offer their life, 

For no rich reward, nor indeed pension,  
No thanks in the news letter, not even a mention, 

For sixty years of service in employment they hate,  
So real job? No thanks! I'll just play with these words mate.  

 
I digressed a little then from my original topic, 

Of contempt for a poem, making me sick, 
Of daffodil musings, wherefore art art's heart?  

Poetic mouth farts, 
Just seem bemusing.  

 
What joy in the rhyme and alliteration!  

What nonsense in prose and meaning's detention!  
 

You might ready yourself to applaud the end of this poem,  
Thinking I hold some secrets to life, sorry I don't know 'em,  
This life is just a river dream and the boats we do row 'em,  

Bloody poets sowing seeds again, reaping the attention upon which we bestow 'em.  
 

Poems ruin poetry,  
Like breezes in winter ruin trees' leaves,  
Rhyming wistfully words like 'sneeze',  
Bloody poets again, just shut up please! 

 
 
 


